
N E W S L E T T E R   O F   T H E

P E N N S Y L V A N I A   P O E T R Y   S O C I E T Y ,  I N

                                 P R E S I D E N T ’S  M E S S A G E

Dear PPS Members,

Welcome to all of you who have renewed your membership or
have joined for the very first time. Pennsylvania Poetry Society
is the bond that binds us together and encourages each of us to
participate in the art of poetry – personally,statewide, and nationally. You get
many benefits for the annual $20 dues (paid no later than the grace period,
November 30..

Our semi-annual October Meeting at Allenberry brought the beauty of poetry
together, although the weather was less than ideal. We all enjoyed a writing
exercise, reading poems for open mic, and the workshop led by Maria James-
Thiaw. The inspiration we take home with us is nourishment for our own writings.
As fast as time goes by, that is good news for all poets composing their entries
for the PPS Annual Contest. Suddenly, we realize the January 15 deadline for
entries is not all that far off!

Last spring, PPS Members generated lists of suggestions to strengthen our
organization. We may be spread out over a big state with many members
beyond state borders, but there are ways to support poetry. Our Annual Poetry
Contest is one way to recognize poets, and we do publish winners in our Prize
Poems for further recognition. For members, Pennessence is an illustrated, on-
ine publication created by Ann Gasser. Anyone can access it on the PPS
website and you can showcase your poems—even if you have already published
them elsewhere.

In last Spring’s meeting, the suggestion for updating our Constitution and By-
laws has been addressed by the Executive Board. We will be sending the
revision to all members with the WINTER-SPRING mailing to read and be
prepared to vote on when we meet April 30, 2016.

In our own communities, we members can contact libraries or other organiz-ations
to sponsor poetry readings. Schools or PTA’s may provide opportunities to hold
youth poetry contests. Such events can happen just by contacting dedicated
teachers or School Board members you may know. PPS may provide a modest
one-year grant for prize money, if you make a written application to the Board. We
are exploring this avenue to replace the former annual Pegasus Contest. Publicity
of Chapter news or open readings also alerts communities to poetry events. Our
Vice President is exploring ways we might use Facebook or other social media to
promote PPS. (I am not in the generation to cope with that, but Sandi is!)

 In the love of poetry,
Marilyn Downing, President
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A D D R E S S E S   F O R   P P S,  I N C.  C O N T A C T S

 PPS Matters—Marilyn Downing,  President  Tel. 717-533-7097
                      137 Apple Lane,  Hershey,  PA  17033

                                                      E-mail: mmdowning1@verizon.net

Dues, etc.—Wendy Bream, Treasurer   Tel. 717-226-1997
                        114 South Bedford Street,  Carlisle,  PA  17013
                                                      E-mail: wbream@outlook.com
 Annual  Contest—Vicky Fake-Weldon, Contest Chair  Tel. 717-737-5342
                        108 N. 26th Street, Camp Hill,  PA 17011
                                           E-mail: dvweldon51@gmail.com

              Colleen Yarusavage, “Receiver of Entries”  Tel. 203-846-1150
                      5 Coachmans Court,  Norwalk,  CT 06850

General
Correspondence—Ann Gasser, Corresponding Sec.Tel. 610-374-5848

                        801 Spruce Street,  West Reading,  PA 19611-1448
                                                   E-mail:  aubadeg@verizon.net

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS..................

   Samuel McQuillen—who is a student at Lafayette College
   David Scott Peters of Coraopolis, PA

We hope your memberdship in PPS eill be a long and happy experience as
you grow in the craft with us.

President – Marilyn Downing

Immediate Past President -

 DeAnna Spurlock

Vice President –Sandra Polvinale

Immediate Past Vice President -
                    Marilyn Downing

  Recording Secretary -

 Constance Trump

Treasurer - Wendy Bream

Corres. Secretary - Ann Gasser

Historian - post unfilled 

Trustees:

(2020) Susan Vernon -  Chair

(2016) Ann Copeland

(2016) DeAnna Spurlock

Membership Committee (to 2017)
  Nancy Kline - Chair
  Kara Valore
  

Prize Poems Book- Ann Gasser

PPS Contest
 Vicky Fake-Weldon - Chair
  Colleen Yarusavage—

                “Receiver of Entries”

Endowments & Audit - Trustees

SYLVAN Editor - Ann Gasser

Mailing - PPS Volunteers

PPS Webmaster -
 Billy Pennington

 P P S  S T A F F

   Plrsse Note:
       Due to increased costs PPS dues for the
          2015-2016 fiscal year are $20.00

   TO SUBMIT POEMS FOR PENNESSENCE................

   Any member of PPS may share one original poem, (published or
unpublished) of 28 lines or less ,on any subject in any form, for the main
section of PENNESSENCE, and one poem of 28 lines or less,
rhymed & metered, on any humorous subject for THE LIGHTER SIDE.
If you have an illustration, fine,if not, one will be created to go with your
submission. Poems in this Online journal are considered published, so don’t
send any you want to enter in a contest that requires “unpublished” entries.
Deadline is the first of each month but is sometimes extended.  Send your
poems by E-mail to aubadeg.verizon,net

The latest issue of PENNESSENCE may be viewed on the PPS web page by
Googling NFSPS.com and clicking STATE LINKS, PENNSYLVANIA,
PUBLICATIONS,PennEssence Poetry Collection. (Previous ssues can also
be accessed).  `.
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LET’S TALK ABOUT HOW POEMS ARE JUDGED IN CONTESTS..............

If you are not familiar with poetry contesting, when you read the poems which have won prizes in a contest,  you may
wonder why this poem or that poem was chosen to be a winner—what did a judge see in that poem which made him
or her choose it over others?  Was it the subject that especially appealed to the judge?  Was it the form, or the way the
words were used?

First of all,  it is helpful to know how judges are chosen. If the contest is being offered by a college or university,  it seems
to me that whoever serves as a judge invariably chooses poetry submitted by poets who write the kind of poetry
considered to be excellent by academics.  If the contest is sponsored by a commercial poetry source, the entries are pre-
judged by designated employees, and the final judging completed by their superior. If the contest is sponsored by a state
poetry society,  the judges might possibly be persons who pay the money given as prizes, or they may be people the
Contest Chairperson chooses.  In a number of state societies, including PPS,  the traditional policy has been to choose
as judges, qualified poets who are NOT members of the society, not because the society has no qualified members, but
because many times entries are submitted by poets who have read their poems in a chapter workshop, and a judge who
would be in that chapter could not help but know the poem’s author.

I remember an occasion which shocked me—I heard a Contest Chair gave this advice, “Just pick what you like!” And I
sometimes wonder how many times judges have done just that,rather than consider the structure of the poem, etc.

At one of the NFSPS annual conventions a “Judges’ Criteria Chart” was offered to those present, and many attendees
took that chart back to their state societies to be a guideline for the judges of their contests.  For a number of years PPS
sent these guidelies to their judges along with the entries.

What were some of the things that were in this Criteria Chart, and what did it consider most
 important?  There were two things that were considered most important—each of them was considered to be twice
as important  as anything else.  They were:

           1.  IMPACT —(Powerful effect)  The poem must hit the judge so that he or she cannot possiby forget it
                                  and just lay it on the reject pile.

2. IMAGERY—the poem must have words in it that relate to the senses—
not trite, but unique ways of describing what the speaker sees,

                                    hears, tastes, smells, or touches.  Don’t write “tree,” use “oak”, “maple,” etc.,
                                    Don’t say “I went,” use “strolled,” “trudged,” “sauntered,” “ambled.” etc.

Also important, but considered to be only half as critical were:

3. APTNESS OF TITLE—If you don’t like to give your poems titles, don’t enter contests—it is impossible
                                    to keep track of untitled poems and a title can make or break a poem—try to make
                                    it fit the poem and still be unique—a one-word title should be saved for other purpoes.

         4. SUITABIILITY—does the poem fit the category and its requirements? 

      
5. MEANING— can the poem be paraphrased --can the reader say or sense the

                                    same thing in other words?

            6.  BASIC THEME—(Message of the Poem)—does it flow without interruption?

7.  TECHNICAL DETAIL—(Craftsmanship) Includes aptness of phrase,  assonance,
alliteration,  freshness of rhyme,  balance of lines against one another,

                                    rhythmic quality,aabsence of redundance,  economy of words.

  Just for fun,  why not play judge and look at your entries with these points in mind?   Might help—couldn’t hurt! 



   BLESSINGS FLOW-
     BLOW FULL-BLOOM
       —by Carol Dee Meeks

I have been
blessed in my life.
I never needed a doc.
Do I like tests
and appointment strife?
Under the stars, I say,
“No way, no, no way.”

Oh Boy!
My winter sure came.
I’ve been poked, prodded,
penetrated, in fragile places
that I won’t name.

Under bright lights one day,
my cup-size went away.

It was a gusty journey---
an unknown experience.
I’m flat like I-HOP cakes.
Oh well! “C ‘est la vie!”

     FALL FUN
         —by Prabha
                   Nayak
                     Prabhu

On a late autumn morning
maculate giraffe stretches
his never ending neck,
reaches for forbidden fruit,
is swept up like Mary Poppins
by gusty wind.

Then, hanging upside down,
he does a pirouette in the air
while fellow creatures
on the ground guffaw,
wait for him to fall,

and mock him.
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    THE POEM MUST NOT BE DARK
                       —by Bert Barnett

 So challenged oft', as poets are, like this
 “Don’t be inflexible, write what you know.”
 But then, too doubly chastised with a hiss –
 "It can't sound negative, so make it glow!"
 While some of us, I firmly now proclaim,
 Do not quite see the world as others do;
 Whose fragile voices dare to speak their pain;
 In gleaming truths; unwanted, although true.
 Distasteful? Great stars once rose to notice;
 So I'll claim Poe, my sad Millay, and go;
 Taking from your deluded clutches this:
 Realities your world not wish to know.
 One must possess both dark and light to see;
 For in the midst of death; "C' est la vie!"

                FLUTTERING
                           —Vicky Fake-Weldon

If I see purple butterfly bush blooms,
I look for monarchs sipping nectar there -
The fragile wings gleam orange fluorescent light
and flutter in the sunny rose-filled air.

Beside tall grass with ornamental plumes,
so close to daisies filled with bumble bees -
and near the thriving milkweeds, I do see
a chrysalis still waiting —c'est la vie.

               WINTER SPORTS
                      —by Marilyn Downing

Gertrude rose like a giraffe in the crowd
of short girls who swirled around her.
She knew that her parents were very proud
when basketball fans would surround her.

Still it took her coach to help her soar
as the forward with amazing skill.
She’d rack up unbeatable points in the score
with her height and undaunted will.

So with her inflexible body so tall,
she had power to mock opposition.
Each game she earned stars for over-all
prowess and garnered a college tuition.

Sometimes it pays to be six-foot-three
and Gertrude just says, “C’est la vie!”

4.

The current
challenge
was to write a
poem that is not
depressing,
of 20 lines or
less, using at
least 3 words
from the

  following list:
       mock
    furbelow
    inflexible
     giraffe
     gusty
     fragile
     stars
     rose
    gleam
     soar

 and ending with
   the phrase
    C’est la vie!

                      MARIA ANTONIA
                       —by Constance A. Trump

Pledged at 12 to the future King Louie
She approached the throne with a gusty glee,
With hair piled high and a gleam in her eye
Ate chocolates and primped at Palais Versailles.

She threw lavish parties, lovers in tow
Louie lounged by the fire, reading Crusoe,
“Oh, let them eat cake”, she cried on a whim
As stars shown above, pale moon on the brim.

When Autumn approached the tables were turned
While playing with fire her fingers were burned,
Through living in the lap of luxury
She soon lost her head; au’revoir, c’est la vie!

              KITTY’S LAMENT
                    —by Colleen Yarusavage

Where is my human? She’s calling to me.
I’m trying to find her, but she disappeared.
I look through the house, she’s not here nor there;
room after room, she’s gone, as I feared.

With her gusty voice, she’s calling my name.
I go to the screen door to peer outside.
She’s rambling around out in the fall yard.
She thinks I’m out there and trying to hide.

I meow back to her, “Marilyn, I’m here.
I’m inside behind this inflexible door!”
She turns and looks, mock concern on her face.
Another story for our family lore!
              “C ‘est la vie!”



EXAMPLE....

       IN THE DEAD OF NIGHT

I close my eyes,
think of bright stars.
In my tired mind
I swing up to the new moon,
climb on its deck,
and sail on a path of gold
past all my dark fears,
through the surge
of pitch black waves,
through gray sprays of foam,
while cares of the day
are gulls that screech and wheel,
dive from night sky,
try to peck at me,
tear my flesh,
sear my soul.

But a Gold Light keeps me safe,
white clouds hide me,
a strong hand holds mine,
keeps me safe till dawn.

5.
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 FOR OUR NEXT CHALLENGE........................

Have you ever written a poem using only words of one-syllable?
This is an excercise that truly challenges a poet’s imagination and vocabulary.

Learning and growing in the craft involves self-discipline as we experiment with words, 
emotions, and methods of arranging phrases, limes, etc. for maximum effect and/or impact.

Our next challenge is to write a poem of of one-syllable words—20 lines or less.
          (And, Bert, feel free to write as “dark” as you like.)

To inspire you and get you writing, here are some one-syllable words:  You will think of more! 
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a
act
aid
age
ail
all
an
and
apt
art
ask
at
bathe
beat
big
birth
black
blank
blast
block
bless
bloom
blue
bomb
bore
born
borne
breath
breeze
bridge
burn
burst
but
butt
by
car
cave
cell
cat
child
chill
chime
clock

cloud
cold
colt
cone
core
cost
crack
craft
crash
cream
creep
crime
crone
crush
cute
dark
dawn
death
debt
delve
dish
die
dip
dog
done
dread
dream
drift
drink
drop
dusk
dust
end
fact
fade
fall
far
fast
fear
feel
felt
fence
field

fire
fight
fine
first
fist
fix
flag
flat
flounce
foam
for
free
freeze
fret
from
fry
gem
give
gold
gray
grim
grime
hat
hate
he
heat
height
hide
high
home
hot
house
hurt
husk
I
if
I’m
it
I’ve
jar
jeer
jolt
jump

jeer
jolt
jump
kit
kite
last
leaf
left
loud
lurch
man
me
melt
mine
moon
my
night
no
note
ode
of
off
old
or
our
out
pair
pare
part
past
paste
path
peach
pear
pelt
phone
pick
pig
pin
pine
place
plead
pledge

poke
prance
prod
pry
quail
queer
quest
quite
rain
rap
rare
rhyme
right
roar
roll
rose
sail
sand
sat
sauce
scene
sear
seat
see
seek
sell
seep
serve
shall
share
she
shell
shine
ship
shoe
shout
sick
sift
slide
since
sing
sit
sky

 smile
soar
sore
some
sole
son
soul
source
speak
spire
stage
stalk
star
stark
start
steam
stick
sting
stir
store
storm
street
stress
strike
strict
string
sun
surge
tack
task
tail
tale
tape
tear
tell
they
thirst
this
tick
time
to
tone
tote

track
train
twin
trot
try
tryst
tuck
twin
twirl
twist
us
wag
wail
walk
wall
waltz
watt
wave
we
well
what
wheat
when
where
which
while
whine
witch
white
who
why
wind
wings
with
woe
wrap
write
wrong
yes
yield
yell
you
yours
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                       CONTEST WINS & NEWS BY PPS MEMBERS..............

  MASSACHUSETTS POETRY DAY CONTEST  2015 – Category listed first, followed by rank

Barbara Blanks: 4-3, 5-3, 7-1, 9-3,10-3, 12-3, 17-3, 22-3,
Gail Denham: 8-2, 18-3
Charles Firmage: 15-2
Ann Gasser:  3-1, 11-1,12-1,20-2, 22-2, 23-3, 25-3
Sara Gipson:  6-2, 7-2
Jerri Hardesty: 6-, 21-21
Dalene Stull: 3-3, 19-1,
Lucille Morgan Wilson:  4-1,12-2, 14-2, 23-1

  INDIANA FALL RENDEZVOUS CONTEST  2015 – Category listed first, followed by rank

  Barbara Blanks  4-1, 5-2, 8-1, 10-4, 20-1
  Charles Firmage  26-6
  Ann Gasser  2-7, 7-5, 11-4, 12-4, 14-3, 17-4,18-6, 22-1, 25-1, 26-3
  Sara Gipson  6-6. 8-7, 13-5, 21-2
  Jerri Hardesty  9-7, 11-6, 20-6, 21-5
  Mark Hudson  22-7
  Carol Dee Meeks  24-6
  Catherine Moran  1-4, 9-4, 15-5, 18-5, 26-2
  Jeani Picklesimer  4-6, 6-7, 7-4, 14-6, 16-7, 17-3, 19-2, 20-2, 22-5, 23-6, 26-5
  Dalene Stull  3-3, 26-1, 27-3
  Lucille Morgan Wilson  2-5, 6-1,7-3, 14-4, 16-6

Now is the time to get your poems
trimmed and polished to enter in our PPS
Annual Contest which has a deadline of
January 15, 2016.  PPS members who
have renewed dues by November 30th
can enter all 17 categories of the contest
for a total of $11.00   Don’t miss out on
the fun and your chance to win!  If you
mislaid your contest brochure, E-mail
aubadeg@verizon.net for a replacement.

Louisa Godissart McQuillen
has recently published a
new chapbook of poetry
about eagles. To order
copies for your bird-loving
friends, you can reach her
by E-mail

        lzm4@psu.edu
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FFOR THOSE WHO LIKE TO ENTER CONTESTS............................

Deadline:  December 15  ARTHUR (SKIP) POTTER MEMORIAL CONT. Poet's Choice Subj. & Form
Line Limit:  40 Lines Prizes:  $50  $30  $20, entry fee $3 per poem. 2 copies (one with no I.D.)
check to M.S.P.S., mail to Contest Chair,  Roberta Hung    22 Salisbury Rd., Wakefield, MA 01880
Poems entered must NOT have won ANY prize but MAY have been previously published.

Deadline:  December 31  CHAPARAL POETRY CONTEST—Unlimited entries—$3 per poem
.
1. CHOLLA Division: any subject, any form, 42 lines or fewer Prizes $200  $100  $50
.
 2. CHAQUETA Division: Southwest theme—nature, people, history, etc, any form 42 lines or fewer
                                                 First Prize $100, Second Prize $100, Third Prize $25
. 3. CHAPAREJOS Division: Rhymed and metered poem, any subject, 42 lines or fewer
                                                 First Prize $100, Second Prize $50, Third Prize $25
. 4. CHIMERA Division: Imaginative or absurd/humorous, any form, 42 lines or fewer
                                                 First Prize $100, Second Prize $50, Third Prize $25
Poems must be original, unpublished, not won more than $10,  entered in only 1 category, lines 4” or
shorter. 12 pt, Times Roman, be in good taste.  Send two unfolded copies  #1 with only Division title &
no ID, #2 name, address, phone * E-mail top right.  Checks made to Redrock Writers —mail
to:CHAPARRAL POETRY FORUM Contest Chair: Marie Tollstrup, 2280 South Bloomington Drive
#6,  St. George, UT 84790-6803

Deadline:  January 15   PENNSYLVANIA POETRY SOCIETY ANNUAL CONTEST  17 Castegories
If you have mislaid your contest brochure you can E-mail aubadeg@verizon.net and we will E-mail you
another copy of the file.

Deadline:  January 15 OF THEE I SING CONTEST  Subject:  Praise of Someone - Someplace -
Something (human - vegetable - animal - mineral - flora, etc.) Form:  Poet's Choice
Line Limit:  40 Lines   Prizes:  $50  $25  $10  Poems must NOT have been previously published or
won ANY prize. Check to M.S.P.S., mail to Contest Chair,  Roberta Hung    22 Salisbury Rd., Wakefield,
MA 01880

Deadline: March 15 THE GERTRUDE DOLE MEMORIAL AWARD Subject & Form Poet’s choice.
Line Limit:  40 Lines   Prizes:  $25  $15  $10  Poems must NOT have been previously published or
won ANY prize. Check to M.S.P.S., mail to Contest Chair,  Roberta Hung    22 Salisbury Rd., Wakefield,
MA 01880

Deadline: April 15 AMBASSADOR OF POETRY AWARD  Subject & Form Poet’s choice.
Line Limit:  40 Lines   Prizes:  $50  $30  $20  Poems must NOT have been previously published or
won ANY prize. Check to M.S.P.S., mail to Contest Chair,  Roberta Hung    22 Salisbury Rd., Wakefield,
MA 01880

Deadline: June 30 NAOMI CHERKOFSKY MEMORIAL CONTEST  Subject & Form Poet’s choice.
Line Limit:  40 Lines   Prizes:  $50  $30  $20  Poems must NOT have been previously published or
won ANY prize. Check to M.S.P.S., mail to Contest Chair,  Roberta Hung    22 Salisbury Rd., Wakefield,
MA 01880  For a Winners' List, go to www.mastatepoetrysociety.tripod.com, or enclose a SASE (self-
addressed stamped envelope).   For questions, email the Contest Chair at: robette02@yahoo.com
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LOOKING AHEAD.........................As we head toward the end of this year and
the beginning of 2016, be sure to mark the date of our Spring Meeting on your new
calendar—April 30, 2016.  Keysner Poets will be sponsors of this meeting which will be
held at Cornwall Manor.

Deadline for the next SYLVAN..........................January 15, 2016
                        E-mail to aubadeg@verizon.net

Members may send “Challenge” poems and news of their new books and other
accomplishments in the genre.
        News of chapters, their members, and their activities is always welcome.

POETRY FROM WEBPAGE OF THE POETRY FOUNDATION...............

 Lynn Fetterolf sent this:     This poem originally appeared in the *July/August 2013  issue of
                                                                                                                     /Poetry/ magazine

                                           From “Mankindness” --by Christina Davis

2

“Each one of us has come
here and changed”?—

is the battle. Born
a loved one,
borne a loved one.

3

My father fought in this war, thus I
can speak of it.
My mother fought in this, thus I can
speak.
My friends, my lovers have fought,
have worn
(like the tree) their several directions
at once. And I,

in so far as I
               can say “I”

have fought to be related to
these?—
we strive and strain
but also try to ripen the entity
of the Other.

1

Because he, because she,
in so far as
she (in so far as he) exists

is on the way
to battle.

Not what is your name,
but what
the battle?

4

We kiss on lips, where the tenses
attach.

We enter the conundrum
of another’s becoming.

We look for someone who can raise us
up again to feet, or near to standing.

We tend in our terrors to forget (we
do not store them) felicities.

I try each day to stay near beings,
mornings when I am most
mild. And may I nothing harm,
in case it is them.


